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We have recently become aware that the threat of German fission
bombs is even more imminent than we supposed when I made my budget reportto Mr. Conant and Mr. Briggs a month ago. This is because we have just
recognized how a chain reaction started with a small heavy water plant,
can quickly supply material for a high power plant for producing "copper".
If the Germans know what we know - and we dare not discount their know-ledge - they should be dropping fission bombs on us in 1943, a year before
our bombs are planned to be ready. The attached memo explains theirschedule.

The exceedingly serious picture thus presented is, I fear, all too
probably true. If it is correct, what can we do to escape defeat?. Thereare, I believe, only three chances:

1. Complete domination of Germany before about June, 1943.

2. Destruction of their fission plants by sabotage, air, or
coiama.ndo raids.

3. Speed our schedule to beat theirs.

Clearly none of these proposals is an easy one. !ty view is that destructive
raids combined with all possible speed in our ovm development is the most
hopeful plan.

In both the "copper" and the "magnesium" studies the developments of
the past month will perhaps help us to advance some,vhat our time tables.
But at best I do not see how we can catch up with the Germans unless they
have-overlooked some possibilities that we recognize, or unless our
military action should delay them.

Secret service activity in Germany is urgently needed, to locate and
disrupt their activites. Perhaps our physicists can give helpful advice
to this end. Our careful consideration of possible counter-measures has
led to nothing except such destruction at the source and blocking of
planes, etc., bringing the bombs to us.

As they value the safety of the nation, please ask the militaryauthorities,

1. To give the fullest possible support in making the American fission
This document contains information affecting the national
defense of the United States within the meaning of theEspionage Act. U. S. C. 50; 31 and 32. ltp transmission
or the revelation of its contents in any manner to anunauthorised person is prohibited by law.
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2. to make all effort to find and destroy the enemy plants engagedin this work.

I should add that I have discussed this matter with the best informedmembers of our group, who agree completely with my view of the seriousnessof our situation.

This document contains information affecting the national
defense of the United Sates within the meaning of the
Espionage Act. U. S. C. 50; 31 and 32. Its tsansmiaion
or the rovalation of its contents in any manner to an
unauthorised person is prohibited by law.

The urgency of delivery of this document ib
such that it will not reach the addressee in
time by the next available o dicer-courier. The
originator, therefore. authorises the transmis-
sion of this document by registered mail with-
in the continental limits of the United States.
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